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president’s message

T
he efforTs of The Company for The opera 
Building and the ‘maria Callas’ opera academy, which 
was set up on 31 July 2000 on the personal initiative 

and with the support of well-known figures from the whole 
of the country’s social fabric, have had as their vision the 
realisation of the major task of creating a suitable building for 
our opera house, in parallel with the foundation of an opera 
academy which will bear the name of maria Callas, a tribute 
to the greatest of musical artists.

our Company, in the course of the eight years since its 
foundation, has held concerts and painting exhibitions, and 
has compiled studies and an approximate budget for the 
expenditure and designs required for the creation of the new 
national opera house Building and the ‘maria Callas’ opera 
academy. It has also held a unique exhibition entitled ‘In 
the maria Callas Constellation - the origins of a myth’, with 

objects, rare personal documents, and videos of the testimony 
of prominent figures and an interview with Callas herself.

all these important activities have had as their aim the 
sensitisation of public opinion and the exertion of pressure on 
the state, since such an undertaking cannot remain a private 
one.

It is within this philosophy that a series of contacts with 
figures in the world of politics and finance - among them the 
‘stavros niarchos’ foundation - should be seen.

Thus this foundation’s recent announcement that it is 
undertaking in full the building of the opera in the phaleron 
Delta and to deliver it to the ministry of Culture, which is the 
official agency to which the national opera belongs, brought 
the greatest satisfaction to the members of the Company, 

given that this outcome constitutes the successful culmination 
of inexhaustible efforts over a whole decade.

as president of the Company, I am joined by the members 
of the Board, with the support of partners and friends, in 
continuing our task of making the opera academy which will 
bear the name of maria Callas a reality. It is important that 
such an academy of music should be set up in this country, 
so that the quality of musical education should be re-defined 
and that study there should of equal status with that at the 
academies and schools of music of europe, and should be 
recognised by them as such.

The opera academy cannot, unfortunately, for purely 
technical reasons, be established next to the opera as we 
originally envisioned; for that reason, we have orientated 

ourselves towards a building of great historical value, directly 
bound up with the life of maria Callas.

The opera academy is intended to become a place for the 
acquisition of experience and Knowledge, especially for 
the talented who are destined to achieve distinction at an 
international level, after being equipped for this in a way 
worthy of the academies of europe.

Let me conclude by adding that in this academy an archive 
will be created, with the collaboration of collectors of rare 
recordings and unpublished archival material concerned 
with opera, and more especially with maria Callas, to which 
students at the academy will have access.

Vasso papantoniou
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The Opera Building The ‘maria Callas’ Academy

aThens Is The onLy CapITaL of a memBer-sTaTe 
of the european Union, and in the Balkans, 
which, though being a ‘presence’ in opera 

internationally, with maria Callas as the outstanding figure 
in that presence, does not possess a building for the 
performances of the country’s sole state opera Company. 
The promotion of efforts to house the national opera is 
not only a task of significance for the whole of athens and 
the whole of Greece, but fills this regrettable gap at the 
centre of the hellenic world.

The efforts of the Company for the opera Building and the 
‘maria Callas’ opera academy have had as a vision the 
realisation of this major task.

It is within this philosophy that a series of contacts with 
figures in the world of politics and finance - among them 
the ‘stavros niarchos’ foundation - should be seen. The aIm of The ‘marIa CaLLas’ aCaDemy of mUsIC 

is the training of talented young people who are 
destined to serve the art of music as performers. Their 

more thorough preparation will make it possible for them to 

distinguish themselves and will permit them to lay claim to a 
place in the international firmament.

The academy of music will contribute to a re-definition 
of musical education and to the remediation of music 
studies  throughout Greece, without being in competition 
with the musicology and Theory Departments of the Greek 
Universities.

The opera academy has in principle an educational 
structure of Chairs, with a very specific and specialised 
subject in each case: opera - operetta - master Classes - 
Direction and production of opera - stage sets / Costumes 
- musical - Chorus Direction - Co-repetition.

The ambition of the academy of music, where established 
teachers from Greece and abroad will work together, is that 
music in Greece should acquire a place to gain experience 
and Knowledge which will help talented young performers 
not to lose their way. The opera academy will provide 
teaching to the high standards of international schools.
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eStaBliShment of aCademy Building

arChiteCtural deSign  for the aCademy Building
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History of the Company  (Important Dates)  

T
he efforTs of The Company’s presIDenT, 
ms Vasso papantoniou, and of the people who 
have taken to heart her vision and who form the 

founder members of the Company, the partners and 
friends for the opera Building and the ‘maria Callas’ 
opera academy, have followed an eventful but successful 
course, covering 11 years.

1997: first public statement of the president, as she 
dedicated her concert at the opéra Comique 
marking the 20th anniversary of the death of 
maria Callas to the need for the creation of a new 
building for the hellenic opera and an opera 
academy which would bear the name of maria 
Callas.

1999: first visit of ms Vasso papantoniou to the ‘stavros 

niarchos’ foundation.

2000: The ‘Company for the Creation of a new Building 
for the hellenic opera and of a ‘maria Callas’ 
academy’, civil non-profit company, is set up, 
consisting initially of 30 partners, who were 
also the founder members of the Company. 
athens is nominated as the place of its registered 
headquarters, with its offices at 21 Lykavettou st, 
Kolonaki..

2004: although the Company started out with the choice 
of the Cerameicus as a site, on the proposal of the 
ministry of Culture it finally adopted the choice of 
the former race Course in the phaleron Delta as 
the best possible solution. The Cerameicus option 
was judged to be time and money-consuming.

Visit of the president to the ‘stavros niarchos’ 
foundation and submission of the specific designs 
drawn up by the Company, so that the foundation’s 
great decision could be taken. This was announced 
in november 2006.

2005: Visit to the Company’s offices, by invitation, of the 
mayor of Kallithea, mr askounis, to discuss issues 
of the site.

2006: 2 february. fresh contacts of ms Vasso 
papantoniou with the ‘stavros niarchos’ foundation 
at which her proposal that the foundation should 
undertake the funding of the hellenic opera and 
the ‘maria Callas’ opera academy is discussed and 
examined. official announcement of the intentions 
of the ‘stavros niarchos’ foundation to finance the 

new building of the national opera together with 
the national Library.

2007: Tele-conference of the prime minister with 
the representative of the ‘stavros niarchos’ 
foundation, which has its headquarters in new 
york, andreas Drakopoulos, and signing of a 
memorandum on the construction of the opera 
building.

The vision becomes a reality.

The Company continues towards its second objective, the 
‘maria Callas’ opera academy.
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Events

WIThIn The frameWorK of oUr efforTs To DIssemInaTe The IDeaLs 
of opera, our Company holds musical events with the motto ‘Let’s make 
the Vision opera’.

20 november 1997:  opÉra ComIQUe, soprano Vasso papantoniou with the Cologne 
symphony orchestra under the direction of alexander myrat.   

14 march 2000: KensInGTon paLaCe, soprano Vasso papantoniou with harp 
accompaniment (maria Bildea), in the presence of princess michael of Kent, 
London.

6 february 2001: aThens opera, soprano Vasso papantoniou with the orchestra of 
the hungarian state opera under the direction of hans richter, athens.

10 July 2002: proDromos & Lena emfIeTZoGLoU GaLLery, soprano Vasso 
papantoniou with harp accompaniment (maria Bildea), athens.

9 December 2003: GaLa. on the occasion of the ‘mirrors of music - awareness 
of history’ exhibition, the Company gave a dinner in the Ballroom of the Grande 

Bretagne hotel. The ex silentio musical ensemble graced the evening.

2 December 2004: aTTIKo meTro. presentation of the Calendar - album for 2005 ‘In the Constellation of maria Callas - The 

origins of a myth’, Concert by the artis piano Trio (multi-purpose hall of the syntagma station, attiko 
metro).

13 may 2006:  GaLa ConCerT (‘LeT’s maKe The VIsIon opera’). holding of an important gala concert 
in the hall of the eThnIKI InsUranCe Conference Centre (103 - 105 syngrou ave, athens). appearance 
of distinguished young Greek opera artists with the orchestra of Colours under the direction of the 
conductor miltos Logiadis, with extracts from works by Italian and french composers (rossini, Bellini, 
Verdi, saint-saens, etc.).

15 november 2006: ConCerT - DInner aT The pIraeUs yaChT CLUB. flute and harp recital and giving 
of a Dinner for the members of the Company at the piraeus yacht Club. appearance of maria Bildea 
(harp), marilena Dori (flute).

25 september 2007: ConCerT In The heroDes aTTICUs TheaTre. our Company held a major cultural 
event for maria Callas year: Gala Concert ‘In the Constellation of maria Callas’ at the herodes atticus 
Theatre with artists with an international reputation: Vesselina KasaroVa, simone Kermes, under the 
conductor Theodor KoUrenTZIs.
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Day Conferences - Exhibitions

It 
has Been The InITIaTIVe anD InspIraTIon of The 
Company, in its effort to inform the public of the 
necessity of the creation of a building for the opera 

and the setting up of an academy of music, to hold significant 
cultural events, day conferences, exhibitions with primary 
archival and photographic material on the myth of maria 
Callas, exhibitions and auctions of works by some of the most 
important contemporary Greek and non-Greek creative artists, 
to produce documentaries, to hold galas, and to draw up 
designs.

from the Company’s multi-faceted activities, we would select, 
by way of indication, the following:

Day Conferences:

‘the Creation of a new Building for the helleniC opera and of a 
‘maria CallaS’ aCademy of muSiC’ - Day Conference - national 
research Centre, 10 may 2004.

‘the need for the Setting up of an aCademy of muSiC and the laCk 
of uniVerSity-leVel muSiCal eduCation in greeCe’ - Day Conference - 
national research Centre, 12 may 2004.

exhibitions:

‘in the ConStellation of maria CallaS - the origin of a myth’ - 
exhibition of photographs and personal possessions. 28 april 
to 20 may 2004, national research Centre.

‘in the ConStellation of maria CallaS - the originS of a myth’ - 
exhibition of photographs and personal possessions. 18 may 
- end of June 2005, municipal Gallery, Thessaloniki.

exhiBition of CoStumeS - SCulptureS. The Company, to honour the 
memory of the world-famous Greek soprano, on the occasion 
of ‘maria Callas year’, 30 years after her death, held in 2007 
a major cultural event, unique in Greece. The exhibition by 
the renowned Costume art Designer nikos floros was hosted 
in the melas megaron of the national Bank of Greece from 19 
september to 19 october 2007.

art:

‘mIrrors of mUsIC - aWareness of hIsTory’ - exhibition 
of painting and sculpture by Greek and non-Greek artists. 2 
December 2003 to 10 January 2004, sarantopoulos rolling 
mills.

‘GreeK arT of The TWenTIeTh CenTUry’ - exhibition. 7 to 13 
December 2004, national research foundation.
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In The exhIBITIon - aUCTIon ‘mIrrors of mUsIC - aWareness of hIsTory’ on ‘GreeK arT of The TWenTIeTh 
Century’, prominent contemporary Greek artists - and a considerable number of non-Greeks - made by their works 
their own contribution to the Vision of the national opera building and of the academy of music. among them were 

Valerio adami, yorgos Gyparakis, Vlassis Kaniaris, nikos Kanarelis, Christos Karas, racid Khimoune, yannis Kounellis, Vasilis 
Kypraios, pastra, pavlos, yorgos rorris, Takis, Costas Tsoklis, yannis phokas, and pantelis handris - artists who have played 
a leading and militant part in the european avant-garde and artists who have shaped the art of today. In parallel with the 
exhibition at the sarantopoulos rolling mills, an auction was held, with manos stephanidis as curator, at the national research 
foundation (2-12-2003 to 10-1-2004).

Work by yannis KounellisWork by Takis

Day Conferences - Exhibitions

20 -10 - 2003
My dear Vasso,
I shall be pleased to donate a ‘musical ’ work for the opera which you are endeavouring to 
create. I hope a buyer will be found for the work, so that the whole sum will be a substantive 
gift for this opera.
I worked at the Opera in Akadimias St when I was 17 years old as an assistant to the sculptor 
Kakoulidis. It’s funny to remember the form my assistance took. That is, I made artificial 
shields, swords, and suits of armour, all out of papier mâché. It’s even more funny that I 
didn’t even make them; I stuck the papers (papier mâché) with flour paste in Kakoulidis’s 
moulds.
Naturally, the lack of an opera in Athens is something unthinkable. I wish you every success 
in this important endeavour that you are engaged in.

Yours,
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I worked at the Opera in Akadimias St when I was 17 years old as an assistant to the sculptor 
Kakoulidis. It’s funny to remember the form my assistance took. That is, I made artificial 
shields, swords, and suits of armour, all out of papier mâché. It’s even more funny that I 
didn’t even make them; I stuck the papers (papier mâché) with flour paste in Kakoulidis’s 
moulds.
Naturally, the lack of an opera in Athens is something unthinkable. I wish you every success 
in this important endeavour that you are engaged in.

Yours,
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Web- Si t e

The mosT ImporTanT sTep TaKen By oUr Company 
towards the achievement of its objectives has 
undoubtedly been our communication with supporters 

of the idea which we serve and the consequent concentration 
of these. public opinion in our favour is strengthened by 
every new acquaintance, every new member, and every new 
form of support.

Taking advantage of digital technology, everyone can now 
find extensive information, detailed data, photographs and 
multi-media on the activities of the Company up till now by 
simply visiting our web-site.

here everything not contained in the printed document you 
hold in your hands, whose purpose is simply to serve as an 
introduction, can be found.

names of our partners and of those taking part in our 
events. material from our advertising campaign. photographs 
and videos of our events. electronic versions of our 
publications. Designs for the sites we have proposed to 
the government. Links with operas throughout the world. 
The Company’s latest news. Developments to do with our 
objectives. our forthcoming events.
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The Company - Board of management The Company - Founder members

T
he CIVIL non-profIT Company for The opera 
Building and the ‘maria Callas’ opera academy was 
set up on 31 July 2000, and consisted initially of 30 

partners, who were also the Company’s founder members. 
athens is nominated as the registered headquarters of the 
Company, and its offices are situated at 21 Lykavettou st, 
Kolonaki.

The Company consists, apart from the 30 founder 
members, of 150 partners and friends, who constitute the 
Body of regular members.

at the same time, the endeavours of the society are 
supported by senior academic Institutions, the association 
of Greek Composers, the national music Council, and 
leading Greek soloists.

In addition, the Company has collected more than 
6,500 signatures of those who support the efforts of the 
Company in aid of the opera Building and the ‘maria 
Callas’ opera academy.

The composition of the Board, at the time of the present 
publication, is as follows:

President Vasso papanTonIoU
Vice-President Α’ GeorGIos sTephanaKIs
Vice-President Β’ marIanna VarDInoyannIs
Secretary VassILIs VassILIKos
Members eLIsaVeT papaZoI

DImITrIos TsIToUras
TrIanTaphyLLos LysImaChoU
yannIs meTaxas

FOUNDER MEMBERS:

anGLos, yannis
DaVID, Georgios
DeLIVorIas, angelos
emfIeTZoGLoU, prodromos
franGIsTa, marili
GoULanDrI, niki
KaneLLopoULos, andreas
KaramanGIoLIs, menelaos
KaraTZas, Constantinos
Karras, Christos

KasTanIoTIs, Thanasis
KonTaraTos, savvas
KoTamanIDoU, eva
KoUmanTareas, menis
KoUnToUros, nikos
KyrIaKopoULos, odysseas
KyrIaKopoULoU, Kaiti
LIVanIs, Ilias
LysImaChoU, Triantaphyllos
mamanGaKIs, nikos

nIarChos, Thanasis
papanTonIoU, Vasso
papaVasILeIoU, Vassilis
resVanIs, Leonidas
TheoCharaKIs, Vassilis
TsoKLIs, Costas
VarDInoyannIs, marianna
VassILIKos, Vassilis
VernIKos, nikos
VoVoLInI-LasKarIDI, alexandra

The Company consists, apart from its 30 Founder Members, of 150 Partners and Friends, who form the Body 
of Regular Members.

SENIOR ACADEMIC INSTITUTIONS WHICH SUPPORT THE ENDEAVOUR
aCaDemy of aThens UnIVersITy of aThens
naTIonaL TeChnICaL UnIVersITy UnIVersITy of CreTe
sChooL of fIne arTs DeparTmenT of eConomICs, UnIVersITy of aThens
panTeIo UnIVersITy arIsToTLe UnIVersITy of ThessaLonIKI
UnIVersITy of The aeGean UnIVersITy of paTra
DemoCrITUs UnIVersITy of ThraCe UnIVersITy of IoannIna

INTERNATIONAL PERSONALITIES / AGENCIES

arWheILer heLLene
DIerBerGer BrUno
GIUseppe DI sTefano - GIUseppe e monICa
maDaLena GrIppa  
naaB franK
peTer sTeIn
TeaTro DI san CarLo - prof. GIoaCChIno LanZa TomaZI
InTernaTIonaL InsTITUTe for opera & poeTry
Dr. GIafranCo De BosIo naTIonaL mUsIC CoUnCIL, memBer of The InTernaTIonaL 

mUsIC CoUnCIL / UnesCo

UnIon of GreeK Composers

VIGnaneLLI sChooL, aThens

mUsICaL horIZons ConserVaToIre

nIKoLaos manTZaros ConserVaToIre

CONSERVATOIRES / INSTITUTIONS
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MIRRORS OF MUSIC - 
AWARENESS OF HISTORY
Catalogue of the exhibition 
held by our Company at the 
Sarantopoulos Rolling Mills, 
curated by Manos Stephanidis 
(December 2003 - January 
2004), publ. Ephesos, 2003.

CALENDAR 2004
The Operas of the World, 
collectors’ publication, 
texts by Katerina Schina, 
art editing by Vasso 
Avramopoulou, Livanis 
Publications.

IN THE CONSTELLATION OF 
MARIA CALLAS - THE ORIGINS 
OF A MYTH
Catalogue of the exhibition 
of photographs and personal 
possessions held by our 
Company in Athens and 
Thessaloniki, 2004 and 2008, 
respectively.

OPERA BUILDING AND 
‘MARIA CALLAS’ MUSIC 
ACADEMY
Proceedings of the Day 
Conferences organised by 
the Company at the National 
Research Foundation, 
Athens, May 2004.

CALENDAR 2005
In the Constellation of 
Maria Callas - The origins 
of a myth, with rare 
photographic and archival 
material from the life and 
work of Maria Callas.

CALENDAR 2008
In the Constellation of Maria 
Callas - Sculptured Opera 
Costumes, publication with 
the works of Nikos Floros 
from the Exhibition / Tribute 
of our Company in Maria 
Callas Year.

NIKOS FLOROS, SCULPTURED 
OPERA COSTUMES
Catalogue of the Exhibition 
/ Tribute of our Company 
in Maria Callas Year, at the 
Melas Megaron of the National 
Bank of Greece from 19 
September to 19 October 
2007.

GREEK ART OF THE 
TWENTIETH CENTURY
Catalogue of works in 
the Auction held by the 
Company in December 
2004 at the National 
Research Foundation, 
Athens, December 2004.

publicationsThe Company - partners
Monsieur Dimitris Avramopoulos,
maire d’athenes

Monsieur Maurice Bejart

Monsieur Hector Bianciotti,
de l’academie française

Monsieur Roland Dumas,
président du Conseil Constitutionnel

Monsieur Hugues Gall,
Directeur de l’opéra national de paris

Monsieur Costa Gavras

Madame Basile Goulandris,

présidente de la fondation Basile et elisa 
Goulandris

Monsieur John A. Hadjipateras,
o.B.e. Chairman Greek shipping Co-
operation Comittee-London

Dame Gwyneth Jones

Monsieur Theodoros Karatzas,
président de l’association hellénique de 
Banques Gouverneur de la Banque nationale 
de Gréce

Monsieur Yannis Kokkos

Monsieur Jack Lang,

président de la Commission des affaires 
etrangéres auprés de l’assemblée

Madame Christa Ludwig

Monsieur Federico Mayor,
Derecteur Général de l’Unesco

Monsieur Jean d’Ormesson,
de l’académie française

Monsieur Nicola Rescigno

Madame Renata Scotto

Madame Catherine Trautmann,
ministre de la Culture et de la Communication

COMITE D’HONNEUR (1997)
pour la création du nouvel opéra national d’athénes

aLoGosKoUfIs, yorgos
arfanIs, efstathios
ConsTanTInIDIs, petros
DaVID, haris & nadia
KaKoyannIs, michalis
KaLomIrI, Domna
KapIoToU, eleni

KesTeKIDoU, Viky
KILaIDITIs, Dimitrios
KLI, ersi
KonTomInas, Dimitris
KosKIna, Katerina
KoUmenTaKIs, yorgos
LasKarIDI, marilena

LaVIDas, Thanasis & Vana
LoUKaIDIs, nikos & alkistis
LoUKaKos, Kyriakos
LyKoUreZos, alexandros & Zoi
manIas, panos
VasILoUDIs, Ioannis & antonia
VIDaLIs, efthymios & maria

parTners

‘IN THE CONSTELLATION 
OF MARIA CALLAS’
Programme of a Gala 
Concert for the Maria 
Callas Year at the 
Herodes Atticus Theatre 
on 25 September 2007.
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Support

W
E BELIEVE THAT YOU WILL AGREE WITH THIS DOCUMENT WHICH YOU HOLD IN YOUR HANDS AND THAT YOU WILL SHARE 

a vision of the achievement of our aims. In order to achieve the birth of a new era in musical education for Opera in 
Greece, which has produced so many worthy artists, and to honour the foremost among them, Maria Callas, whose Opera 

Academy will bear her name, we need your moral and financial support.

Let’s make the Academy a vision, now!

Deposit account:
IBAN: GR42 0140 1030 1030 0232 0004 792

SWIFT: CRBAGRAAXXX
ALPHA BANK, VENIZELOU 103 Branch

Account Holder: ‘Maria Callas’ Company for the Creation of a New Building for Greek Opera

Contact us directly:

ORAMA - OPERA
21 Lykavettou, 106 72 Athens

Tel. No.: 210 3634 868
210 3613 672

Fax: 210 3620 844
E-mail: newopera@otenet.gr 

www.orama-opera.gr

Giuseppe diStefano message

Dear Vasso papantoniou

I have read your letter with great interest and admiration 
for the will and enthusiasm with which you are attempting 
to achieve an objective which has my entire support.

first of all because it is necessary today more than ever 
before that the world of opera should be preserved, and 
your efforts to make the athens opera a reality can only 
call forth the acceptance and solidarity of all who love 
opera.

and, as you yourself point out, the city where Callas ‘was 
born’ has not recognised her by means of some institution, 
which it ought to do in the case of an astonishing artist 
who gave so much to the world of music and Bel-Canto. 
This is an omission which requires correction.

please accept, nevertheless, these lines as an expression 
of my participation, and as encouragement for you to 
continue your admirable initiative.

Cordially
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